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. . to ... IM Pilot, a POP Mail client allows you to safely send and receive email from remote IMAP and Exchange mailboxes. The program features a minimalist interface with access to basic mail functions like creating new accounts,... All Mail Backup Pro is a powerful, comprehensive Email Recovery software that allows you to recover email messages that are deleted accidentally or deliberately
from any of your email accounts. All Mail Backup Pro allows you... Email Pro is a simple, small, powerful program, it is only 12 MB small and runs fast on modern computers, without the need for other programs, even for a large number of email accounts. This program has the following great... Say Goodbye to "Headless Mail" with Mail Fast Blacklist! Say Goodbye to "Headless Mail" with Mail
Fast Blacklist! Blacklist-Easily add emails to your "Headless Mail Blacklist" and have the program automatically remove them when... (Mac) All-in-one Email and Calendaring Software. Keep your email and schedule in sync without ever missing a deadline. Record meetings, interviews, and events in a professional-looking calendar, and keep track of upcoming... Your personal assistant that fetches all
your contacts from Facebook, Google, Hotmail, Yahoo, AOL, and Microsoft Exchange, making it easier to stay organized, update your contacts, and even get recommendations for new... Small Enterprise Notebook is a modern Windows program that allows you to work with text and numbers. With it, you can quickly create professional looking graphs, diagrams, charts, formulas and even edit tables.
You can use it... Email Scheduler is a simple, and powerful program for organizing and sending your emails. You can schedule your emails to be sent at a certain time or on a recurring basis, choose the number of times that you want your emails... Mail Sorting Software, is a handy utility that will sort the messages in your Inbox based on one or more custom criteria. You can sort messages by sender,
date, subject, or any other criterion you define. The utility is... Mail Quarantine is an easy-to-use and powerful program that allows you to easily identify the "spam" in your email account and permanently remove it from the rest of your mailbox. Mail Quarantine has been used by the... Email2Calendar Pro lets you quickly and easily convert your email messages into a schedule that you can access and
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